Jonathan Meyer (left) joins the team at DHH. Pictured here with Gary Meyer (right).

“MORE GROWTH FOR DHH INSURANCE”
The nation’s #1 agency insuring translators and interpreters

DHH Insurance just became a family business. As the first deaf-owned
insurance agency, Gary Meyer has seen incredible growth for his business
since 1999. Now his son Jonathan has joined the agency for what promises to
be an exciting and innovative future for the company.
Born & Raised in the Rochester Area, Jonathan and his wife Shaheen have
moved home to be closer to family. Jonathan is a graduate of Pittsford
Sutherland High School and Rochester Institute of Technology. Jonathan
intends to infuse his experience, commitment, and energy into the family
business. “The customer’s experience is all-important and we intend to take
what’s already great at DHH and make it even better,” says Jonathan.
Jonathan spent the past six years climbing the ladder of Hospitality
Management with Marriott. Starting in the management training program and
ending as a Director of Food & Beverage at the tallest hotel in the U.S.
Jonathan learned first-hand how to provide customer service at the highest
levels of luxury you can find. “Jonathan’s going to utilize his customer service

skills and knowledge both for DHH and his work with our partner company CH
Insurance. The intent is for Jonathan to service current accounts and grow
business in our home market of Rochester, NY,” states Gary Meyer.
Gary Meyer has presented at many conferences and currently teaches the Risk
Management Insurance program at Gallaudet University. He is the past board
president of the Rochester School for the Deaf. Gary Meyer is enthusiastic
about the expansion of opportunity for the company as well as the joy of
having his son join the business. “DHH has been fortunate to help many
interpreters, translators, interpreter agencies, across the country for many
years. Having Jonathan as an integral part of our efforts demonstrates our
commitment to continue to grow and prosper and extend further benefits and
offerings to our current and potential clients, we’re both in your corner” Gary
says.
DHH Insurance is part of CH Insurance based in Syracuse, NY. DHH joined CH
Insurance in 2005. Under Gary’s direction DHH has started a number of
national niche insurance programs specifically developed to meet the unique
needs of the target markets. Our expertise in the individual coverage of
interpreters and translators as well as interpreting and translation agencies is
what sets us apart.
Gary and Jonathan are ready to be IN YOUR CORNER. Visit DHHInsurance.com
for a quick and easy quote or email Jonathan to get started today!
Visit us on social media to read more about how Jonathan and Gary prove
they’re in your corner! Facebook LinkedIn

“In your corner”

DHHInsurance.com

